As a significant school in contemporary cognitive science, gestalt psychology provides theoretical framework for the multidimensional research on cognitive study. The organization of gestalt perceptual principle provides conceptual model to the psychophysical field and has an overwhelming impact on various gestalt perception laws. Gestalt perception laws' major theoretical perspectives make them as the methodological principle of gestalt image (image-G) study in cognitive translation which could be viewed from both mental and conceptual perspectives. By employing gestalt perception laws, the paper focuses on making a tentative and exploratory study of gestalt image transmission in Chinese literary translation and thus aims to discover translators' conceptual mental experience of image-G transmission in Chinese literary translation through their cognitive processing.
Introduction
In the past research, perceptual theory was under the upper hand over the structuralist propositions of which a whole consists of parts and the parts constitute a whole. They proposed that complicated perceptual phenomena were formulated from particles of basic color perception and consciousness and integrated by associations owing to the proximity of spatial and temporal nature (Pinna, 2009) . Those kinds of research were not well aware that the organization of perceptual phenomena is a sensory fact owing to they are under the influence of and constrained by the empirical preconception. Gestalt psychology scholars Its prodigiously significant theoretical essence is closely related with perceptual organization, involving inherent and essential features of connection between parts and wholes and how the organization of parts and wholes are determined by human sensory experience and cognitive processing. The issue of gestalt perceptual grouping in sensory fields was put forward by Wertheimer (1996) in regard to how human being successful in discerning grouping scenes making up of surfaces, parts, and a whole systematically organized in mental procedure instead of the disorderly, energetic aggregation of zillions of nonidentical colors exhibited by human being's retinal receptors. He managed to explore this matter in question by finding out impetus features that brought about fundamental formation of elements to be discerned as well ordered in individual grouping scene. The features Wertheimer diagnosed are generally called the principles of grouping scene, such as proximity, common fate, good continuation, element connectedness and common region and so on. In one and all principles of grouping scene, elements who share a close interdependence in regard to the specified characteristics and qualities incline to be categorized together. More precisely, those specified characteristics and qualities pertaining to unit grouping may be set isolated and concluded to a larger unit, however, they are not utterly deprived of their distinctiveness in a larger unit (Sasaki, 2007) . Due to these researches' scope, the conceptual model and theoretical framework of gestalt perception is therefore a promising paradigm to take stock of what we can explore about gestalt image transmission of perceptual organization in Chinese literary translation and how our understanding of translators' conceptual mental experience of image-G transmission in Chinese literary translation through their cognitive processing.
Gestalt Perception and Gestalt Perception Laws
The organization of gestalt perceptual provides clues to that psychophysical field and isomorphism have an overwhelming impact on various gestalt perception laws. They are the law of closure, the law of good continuation, the law of proximity and the law of similarity respectively (Koffka, 1996) . These laws are actually all being functionally equal and the utility of their patterns can be considered as representation of closely-related spatial form contributing to conceptual content concerned. Among which, law of continuity and law of closure are the core and elementary tenets. Law of closure conveys the indication of continual tendency and is a precondition for good continuation requirements and perceptual boundary conditions, which in turn provides a conceptual integration network for law of closure in the form of cognitively representable frame (Koffka, 1999) . The other gestalt perception laws are mainly derived from these two laws and are particular secondary reference forms of them (Pomerantz & Kubovy, 1986) . Representations of laws of closure and good continuation display a trend to attain the utmost degree of uniformity with the minimum disbursement of cognitive endeavour carried out by human being's perceptual operation.
Gestalt psychology scholars hold that gestalt perception laws are not only cope with perception alone but also can be adopted as cognitive instrument for cognitive perceptual-related and gestalt mental-concerned studies. Based on holistic mechanistic pattern of conceptual archetypes, gestalt perception laws may provide the conceptual model and theoretical framework for the multidimensional research on cognitive science study on account of furnishing a tentative, exploratory and comprehensive implementation to such kind of studies (Kubovy & van den Berg, 2008) . By taking the mutual interdependence relations between gestalt perception and gestalt mental-concerned studies into consideration, it is feasible to obtain much more general truth towards that direction. Above all, it seems to be easily accessible to figure out a quintessential feature of perception organization that goes beyond the composition of gestalt grouping and the recognition of their representing scheme by correlating them with analogous gestalt mental-concerned studies. To be specific, during the mental processing of image-G transmission in literary translation, there is an intersubjectively cogent institution of image-G rearrangement principles which allows integrating, organizing, contrasting, and processing of image-G embedded or re-embedded within a specified literary contextual discourse. Therefore, image-G in literary translation has certain tangible implication which, anyhow, is not dissociated from or spatially or inferential prior to the composition of literary discourse, As we have explored in the case of cognitive linguistic application, those gestalt perception law is conventional in broadest respects that, in the discourse of literary context mentioned above, they can be applied to image-G transmission in literary translation, and image-G transmission can be put in effect independently in the similar cognition pattern or the engendering gestalt. Since both patterns pertain to the same gestalt perception, they reflect that gestalt mental-concerned studies when one could be transformed into the other, and conversely, by some transformation from the grouping associated with the gestalt.
The Application of Gestalt Perception Laws to Image-G Transmission in Literary Translation

Law of Closure
The definition of law of closure is that congruous cognitive elements tend to be grouped into complete structures. The designation of law of closure is originated by Wertheimer (1996) . It is regarded as one of the fundamental organization laws of gestalt perception, involving aspects of visual organization, psychological recognition as well as mental perception. From the perspective of visual perception, it possesses a predisposition to surround a circle by completing a outline (Wertheimer, 1996: p. 176) .
and eliding separation line in the silhouette. On a deeper level, defective wholes, which are embedded in forms of observance, conception, presumption memories and active deed and so on, are also prone to shape a subjective enclosure of integrated configuration. In Figure 1 , it is can be perceived that those ink spots, who look in congruous in succession with each other, tend to be appeared into three complete circular tracks. Despite they are actually incomplete fragments of real circular tracks, the separated variables in accommodated resembling of distinction segments can be recognized as a dynamic circuit presented at each dot in perceptual model. The conceptualization of law of closure which would take account of more than solely psychological studies within the exclusively psychological frame (Stahl & Wang, 2008) . The concept is explored further in Restle's concept of "motion configuration". He emphasizes the closure aspect of the motion configuration which his study applies, indicating that an uninterrupted frame system of intellectually interrelated imagery groupings, is brought into play, is triggered, wherever psychological frame of imagery coherence actualization can be achieved based on the formulation of a series of theme-concerned imagery components (Restle, 1979) . The gestalt principles applies not to the theoretical frame of idealities, but is rather a notion which, in a similar manner of causation, is essential for the fields of the real. "To apply the category of cause and effect means to find out which parts of nature stand in this relation. Similarly, to apply the gestalt category means to find out which parts of nature belong as parts to functional wholes, to discover their position in these wholes, their degree of relative independence, and their articulation of larger wholes into sub-wholes" (Kosslyn & Julesz, 1998: p. 125 ).
In that sense, it is reasonable to introduce law of closure into image-G transmission in literary translation. As S-text and T-text vary in their psycho-linguistic constructivism, the holistic image-G units entity in literary discourse is not originated from translators' comprehension procedures for imagery's lexical combination, rather, that of their conceptual implicit association for imagery's cognitive context-based amalgamation. In fact, imagery's lexical combination cannot incontrovertible keep possession of and even misrepresent the integrity of gestalt quality and aesthetic theme. To be precise, target readers' conceptual associative thinking about dotted imagery amalgamation in literary discourse will help conform the scattered imagery elements systematically into gestalt imagery The music of her lute expressed her tender feeling.
Though the bright moon still shines,
The same moon sent away the rosy cloud."
(Translated by Xu Yuanchong)
In general, from the perspective of law of closure, there are three groupings of dot-related imagery in this Chinese Song lyric. The first imagery grouping includes the images of loutai "pavilion", lianmu "curtain", caixia "rosy cloud" and mingyue "moon", which are spatially interrelated with each other: lianmu "curtain" is a shade of seat by loutai "pavilion", which in turn beetles over lianmu "curtain"; mingyue "moon" and caixia "rosy cloud" are perfectly set each other off. The most notable locality of their spatial scene is that these four with crossly intersecting relation are located in different lines in this poetry discourse. Thus it can inspire target readers to mentally actualize holistic scene and continuously enclosure gestalt essence in the theme construction of complete gestalt image. The second imagery grouping involves the images of luohua "falling flowers", weiyu "light drizzle", caixia "rosy cloud" and mingyue "moon", each of whom is natural phenomenon with a entity-interrelated nature of its own. Thus the holistic imagery grouping creates an artistic gestalt atmosphere of clear wildness and empty thinness. The third imagery grouping includes time concepts of jide "recall", qunian "last spring" and dangshi "at that time", which contain similarity of time attributes. A series of time imagery induce target readers to experience the poet's sweet-bitter memories of pleasant days he had with Xiao Pin. All the reminiscence can be chained together to complete an enclosure story, whose chronologically coherent sequence endows theme-concerned gestalt image with wistful sentimentality. The application of law of closure to image-G transmission in this Chinese Song lyric does represent complex combinatorial optimization of individual images. The combinatorial imagery optimization is set free from the constrain by a single sentence or line, rather, each line implies certain gestalt connection with the other lines, rather than being isolated in its own imagery.
Law of Good Continuity
The another principal grouping principle of gestalt perceptual organization is law of good continuity, which is a reference denoting a tendency for language, sonic and image stimulus received by human brain to be conceptually categorized to construct smooth contours (Wertheimer, 1996) . Its definition is that congruous cognitive elements tend to be structured so as to minimize discontinuity. Law of good continuity is deeply convinced that the sum of continuous contour to some degree with adjacent fellows is much more sophisticated and enriching than that of discontinuous or asymmetric contours. In congruous cognitive elements who are being in agreement, harmony and correspondence with each other are easy to be perceptually organized in order to pare down disconnectedness and irregular variation. As shown in Figure 2 , the figure above is always apprehended as the crisscrossing of two winding and tortuous lines, rather than four unconnected lines made of six to eight dots or a collection of separate dots on a blank background.
A quite productive approach for researching into the law of good continuity in dotted images was proposed by Field, Hayes and Hess (1993) . In this approach, a contour organized from circumscribing situated dotted images is implanted in a unsystematic scope of correspondingly dispersed interfering images, so as to completely remove or get rid of the role of proximity (Lowe, 1985) . Banding the dot- Figure 2 . Law of good continuity (Wertheimer, 1996: p. 182 indicating the role of good continuity is almost separate from proximity. These findings led Field, Hayes and Hess to imply that the mental perception of an association background which regulates the bonding of oriented elements within a circumscribed perceptible neighborhood, a formulation that is closely allied with the organization of co-circularity assist neighborhoods, expanded previously for the intention of contour perfection in computer vision (Parent & Zucker, 1989) .
Researches on the law of good continuity from the perspective of ecology have also came out since the late twentieth century. Kruger (1998) segments, evaluating the data for a set of contour segments on a regular object background, irrespective of whether these segment sets were close together or separated apart on the object background. Strikingly, Elder and Goldberg (2002) devised representation of contours as coherent succession of oriented segments along the contours. The probability quantitative percentage of two oriented segments on the same object background is of much more considerable size for the successive data, demonstrating a much more significant statistical interaction between neighboring contour segments (Machilsen, Pauwels, & Wagemans, 2009 The imagery in the poetry received by target readers' brain is to be conceptually categorized to construct three smooth contours, namely, the upper contour, the intermediate contour and the lower contour. The upper contour involves the contour segmental images of weuyun "a belt of clouds", shan "mountains", tian "sky" and xieyang "setting sun", which distribute segment sets of imagery data in upper subspace within the object background of spatial coordination. The intermediate contour involves the contour segmental images of zhengzhao "sials up boat", yanai "mist and haze", hanya "dots of crows" and gucheng "a lonely village", which distribute segment sets of imagery data in intermediate subspace within the object background of spatial coordination. The lower contour involves the contour segmental images of shuaicao "withered grass", liushui "water flows", which distribute segment sets of imagery data in That is, what is required is that it may recall shifting movement in time from present to past and back again as functional, symmetrical, iconic sequencing neighboring contour segments. In terms of conceptual integration, it embodies time-order good continuity and logical whole-part good continuity within composition, completion and elaboration of target readers' stream of consciousness which can arouse them to construal and embrace image-G acquisition, analysis and construction in literary translation. This proportionate characterization for target readers' conceptual rationalization is directly invoking their instinctual insight of a methodologically good continuity cue. During their mental interpretation of the poetry, their conceptualization shares the cognitive communicative function of expanding gradually out into the representation of coherent contours in good continuity succession of oriented segments imagery along the contours and casting their eyes to the horizontal tremendous spaciousness scenery depicted in the poetry. Target readers' subjective perception seems to obstruct a systematic denotation of gestalt concept in good continuity succession of oriented segments imagery along its contours. However, by referring to the resemblance proliferation of harmonious autumn landscape imagery, their attempt to capture the corresponding gestalt properties as the sense of sorrow and plaintive atmosphere in the contour's mathematical framework which is not be able to exceed their intuitive construction (Mohan & Nevatia, 1992) . In sum, target readers' cognitive perception of segments imagery on a specific contextual contour plays a significant role in invoking their conceived entity as reference point for purposes of establishing mental contact with image-G qualities as well as perceiving gestalt on good continuity contour of image-G transmission in literary translation. The application of law of good continuity to image-G transmission in literary translation does correlate with the contour grouping of imagery with respect to various aspects in contextual discourse, such as space, time, logic and cognition. Such kind of aspects do exist, although mentally constructed, they do exert remarkable effect, and they seems to represent the conceptual acceptability of a reciprocal correlation with successive images. Since oriented segmental images are delimited upon the contextual-frame background, the dimension and manifestation of contextual-frame 
Law of Similarity
The definition of law of similarity is that a series of cognitive stimulus who are being in agreement, harmony, or correspondence with each other are prone to be conceptually organized in alliance. These cognitive elements with similar qualities and characteristics like volume, colour, configuration or height are perceived by human brain as components of the corresponding contour. It could be remarked that the law of similarity maintains also for sensory association.
"Maintaining a constant interval, the beats may be soft and loud" (Wertheimer, 1996) . Since there is an alternative account which possesses the analogy while cognitive stimulus are similar in which they are characteristically adjacent to each other, the law of proximity could be regarded as a subordinate classification of the law of similarity. As shown in Figure In general, the law of similarity emphasizes that segments with alike properties are much more likely to be united than segments who are dissimilar to each other in qualities concerned, which has been confirmed in the amount of instances like the four perpendicular pillars explored above. For objected segments in specific contours, researches have commonly proved a reduction in contour construction operation for dissimilar properties in given situation (Feldman, 2007 ).
Yet, it not for those, who contain embedded interrelation with other categorization intimation such as proximity and good continuity. Elder and Goldberg (2002) surveyed the ecological data of similarity in outlines, and found that the brightness cue bears much more functional details for contour construction whereas the contrast cue is to a sets of segments of the mutual opposition, Geisler and Perry (2009) have more recently studied the ecological statistics of contrast mutual opposition, demonstrating that it is also an enlightening cue for contour integration.
By adopting the law of similarity into image-G transmission in literary translation, Figure 3 . Law of similarity (Wertheimer, 1996: p. 189 The images of luohong "fallen petals red", liushui "waves", yanghua "petals drop by drop" and huafeijin "willion catkins flown away" have got certain similar features in common, of whom are in dynamic condition similar to others employed in this poetry. By speculating on these natural scenery images of dynamic descend state, target readers can perceive corresponding untapped gestalt imagery referring to wistful emotions as it has been implicated in this poetry.
Petals are faded and fallen in the late autumn, as the lady has numerous sad thoughts, which are inadvertently scattered across and set her mind wandering.
The images of rouchang "bowels tender", jiaoyan "wisful eyes" and pingsui "duckweeds overspread" have traced a close analogy with each other, of whom possess softness and delicateness qualities as well as characteristics similar to others employed in this poetry. There are normally possible commensurable mental images aroused by target readers that correspond to these images of exceedingly inextricable and commiserative sentimental emotions. This is even true for the relevance degree of images with certain similar sentiment and affection, such as the images of buhen "grieve not", yousi "tossing and turning" and siliang "thinking carefully", for their mental image is conceived of gestalt theme as deep sorrow and depressing loss in the pictorial depiction. Any particular gestalt imagery is supposed to be force image presentation which can be derived from close analogous mental images.
From three-dimensional angles in space, time and psychic aspects, this poetry is organized by interlaced and scattered image clues with certain similar features in common. These particular and fleshy image clues mentally perceived by target readers in this poetry bring to a light to plentiful and vivid artistic feature and gestalt essence. Furthermore, target readers are disposed to organize alike image schema and consciously accommodated with the author to become cognizant of the author's own genuine and sincere emotions which provoked strong surges of nostalgia for the days of yore. It is a conventional pattern that one scattered image is represented semantically with other paralleled image clues. However, clustering of this sort should have a functional counterpart in the original contextual discourse, not only of general modality patterns, but also of the manifested environmental cognition those patterns tend to be conceptualized by target readers in their holistic perception. The application of gestalt perception law of similarity to image-G transmission in literary translation goes with conceptual experience of functional paralleled image in the sequence of target readers' underlying physiological cross-space mapping model. Therefore, it is reasonable to arrive at the proposition that the semantic parameters of interlaced and scattered Wertheimer (1996) claimed that segments who are in closer proximity with each other are always be conceptually discerned by human being as a systematic contour. The definition of law of proximity (Figure 4) is that congruous cognitive elements that are spatially close together tend to be structured as a group. It emphasizes that ultimate constituent of a contour between several segments heightens as all of them are in the neighbourhood at close quarters, A sum of studies are intended to capture how the complementary role of a heighten systematic contour play as a principle of compositionality in neighbour segments' differentiation. Generally speaking, Oyama (1961) proved that this interconnection could be precisely addressed and characterized as a power law, for the power-distribution is that of a systematic contour which circulates through an inviolate collective unity of a certain concept has decoupled influence upon its distribution. In contrast with Oyama's study, Kubovy, Holcombe and Wagemans (1995) chose to adopt a logarithm configuration which is compatible with discrete backward grouping of contour functioning (Mumford, 1992; Williams & Jacobs, 1997) . Nevertheless, Kubovy, Holcombe and Wagemans (1995) also indicated that a power law configuration is almost identically congruous to their statistic of functional effects. In addition, they declared that a variety of proximity segments was in the vicinity of a relative extent in remaining quantity and this is evident, say, ratio of notation in which the tailored successive positions of factorial function under similar parameters did not exert influence on results (Arnheim, 1967) . Due to the fact that the power law has been regarded as desired scale invariant distribution, their findings provide assertive evidence to the power law configuration of proximity, which has been adopted in following auditory organization studies (Claessens & Wagemans, 2008) .
Law of Proximity
Proceeding from the boundary condition about ecological distribution follows a power law, perceptual scale invariance is conceptually analytical owing to that the proximity of segments in material contours of concrete images is also scale invariant. In accordance with this argument, Sigman, Cecchi, Gilbert, and Magnasco (2001) demonstrated that a law related to dynamic force exerts its curative effects by sieving and decontaminating the spatial dimension through the production of impulse digital filter to natural images. Anyhow, quantitatively ana- Figure 4 . Law of proximity (Wertheimer, 1996: p. 195 Oyama, Simizu, and Tozawa (1999) roughly calculated that the perceptual law related to dynamic force used to pare down its nearest forthcoming and the most substandard segments in contour configuration. In addition,
Sigman et al. did not constrain their quantification to sets of contiguous segments in the shifting balance of schema-forming image contours. As a matter of fact, the quantification were not confined to be on the identical schema-forming configuration, or even on specific configuration at all, achieving at a combination of powerfully associated and just poorly associated image characteristics.
Elder and Goldberg (2002) precisely illustrated how the segmental content of image contours is to be taken its distributing force, requiring conceptually recognition to categorize the concatenation of segments structuring the contours of natural images, with the aid of a mutual-influencing image modifying implement. This affective implement made the quantification to be confined to succeeding segments within the identical configuration and relinquished the force law with responded segmental, which was quite similar to Oyama's findings.
Whether this segments is spatially unattached with orientation in the contour configuration or not remains a meaningful open question, although psychophysical statistics (Claessens & Wagemans, 2008) suggested that at least it may vary since psychological factors function as a drive towards regularity of contours. In conclusion, the converging points between psychophysics and ecological data are convincing. Proximity segments in ecological scale are indeed operated by a power law and manifest scale invariance, of which possessions are reflected by the regularized pattern (Jacobs, 2003 "A maiden fair is full of charm and grace.
She gathers mulberry leaves at crisscross place.
The tender branches rustle one and all;
How many mulberry leaves moan and fall! Her arms so white are seen with sleeves uprolled;
Around her wrist a bracelet made of gold.
A golden sparrow pin adorns her hair;
A green jade pendant hangs at her waist fair.
Her lovely form encompassed with pearls bright And carol and blue glass beads left and right.
How do her silken dresses flow with gentle breeze! Her melting glance reveals her shining eye;
In her sweet breath you hear the orchid sigh.
The travelers en route would halt their car;
Those resting would forget where their meals are.
If you ask where is her house renown, It stands at the southern end of the town.
Her house by the highway has floor on floor;
It's green with high gate and double door.
She looks as radiant as the morning sun.
Who'd not admire such a beautiful one?
Why are the busy go-between delayed?
Where are betrothal gifts of silk and jade?
The maiden fair longs for a worthy mate;
It's hard to find one, so she has to wait.
People in vain may gossip a great deal.
What do they know of her lofty ideal? The poetry gives a detailed portrait of a beauty who plucks mulberry leaves by the roadside. A series of proximity segmental images are adopted to be comprehended almost lifelike in her appearance, expression, dress, personal adornment and bearing. To be specific, the images of sushou "white arms", haowan "snow-like wrist" and yuti "lovely from" have certain closer proximity with each other in color and body parts. By conceptualizing psychological associative scene of these proximal properties in images mentioned above, target readers are enlightened to the beauty's flawless pale skin, which presents the identical configuration of gestalt imagery about pure sincere genuine unsophisticated of a endowed heavenly beauty. The images of jinhuan "a bracelet made of gold", jinjuechai "a golden sparrow pin", cui langgan "a green jade pendant", mingzhu "bright pearls" and shanhu "carol and blue glass" have certain closer proximity with each other in the beauty's fine ornamentation and jeweled ornaments. By conceptualizing psychological associative scene of these proximal properties in images mentioned above, target readers are enlightened to a well-groomed beauty, which presents the identical configuration of gestalt imagery about elegant demeanour of a graceful, secluded and sparkling dazzling lady. The images of luoyi "silken dresses", qingju "light skirt", piaopiao "flow with ease", shuifeng huan "flutter with gentle breeze", qingju "light skirt", ranran "rustle one and all" and pianpian "moan and fall" have certain closer proximity with each other in the beauty's flowing garments and decent poise. By conceptualizing psychological associative scene of these proximal properties in images mentioned above, target readers are enlightened to the beauty's unique radiance and temperament, which presents the identical configuration of gestalt imagery about dignified bearing and elegant carriage of a demure and dainty lady. The images of gupan "melting glance", changxiao "the orchid sigh", guangcai "shining eyes" and ruolan "sweet breath" have certain closer proximity with each other in expression looks and body movements. By conceptualizing psychological associative scene of these proximal properties in images mentioned above, target readers are enlightened to the fond gazing of the beauty and a look of quick intelligence and soft refinement in her eyes, which presents the identical configuration of gestalt imagery about unsophisticated sincere and genuine vitality of the beauty who are drawn in high spirits. The application of gestalt perception law of proximity to image-G transmission in literary translation goes with conceptual comprehension of a series of images with adjacent nearness and closeness in the sequence of target readers' underlying physiological blending-space mapping model.
Conclusion
The 
